Roster of Donors 2016-2017

The names listed in this roster are donors to the College of Education and Human Development and qualified for membership in the President’s Club either before or during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2017. Also listed are donors to the Women’s Philanthropic Leadership Circle and members of the Charter Club.

$5,000,000 or more

3M Company and 3M Foundation
The Bush Foundation
Carmen and Jim Campbell
Campbell Foundation
Target Corporation and Foundation
McKnight Foundation

$1,000,000 +

Joel and Susan Barker
Best Buy Foundation
CHS Foundation
Irving Harris Foundation
Marguerite Henry Family Trust
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
John E. and Nancy E. Lindahl
Lynne & Andrew Redleaf Foundation
Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
Leo and Christine Stern and The June Stern Family Foundation
Dorothy McNeill Tucker*

$250,000-$999,999

Alliss Educational Foundation
Bentson Foundation
Cargill Inc. and Cargill Foundation
Lily E. and Duane M. Christ
Robert Beck* and Corrie W. Ooms Beck
Patrick J. and Shirley M. Campbell
Patrick and Shirley Campbell Foundation
Emerald Foundation Inc.

Roxana R. Ford Trust
General Mills and General Mills Foundation
Lowell and Cay Shea Hellervik
Timothy S. Hess
Sheldon T. and Karen J.* Hess
Earl V.* and Marilyn E. Hobbs
Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc. and The Hubbard Broadcasting Foundation
Innovative Programming Systems, Inc.
Life Innovations, Inc.
Robert R. McCormick Foundation
B. C. Gamble and P. W. Skogmo Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation
Minnesota Educational Computing Corporation
Northwest Airlines
David H. Olson and Karen B. Olson
Craig Orthmann and Christine Hess Orthmann
The PDI Charitable Giving Fund - Saint Paul Foundation
Personnel Decisions International
John W. and Nancy E. Peyton
Pillsbury Company and Pillsbury Company Foundation
Pritzker Children’s Initiative
Karen Sternal and William V. Lahr*
Wilson Learning Corporation
$100,000-$249,999

ALZA Corporation
American Express Company and American Express Foundation
American Guidance Service
Gail Nygaard Anderson
Anonymous donor
Marvin E. and Jean W.* Bauer
Bezos Family Foundation
F. R. Bigelow Foundation
Ellen M. Blank
Mary and Norman* Bowers
Frank R. Braun
Cardinal Properties LLC
CBM Wireless Group LLC
Court and Virginia Anderson Trust
John B.* and Mary Jean Custer
Ruth and Bruce* Dayton
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Greater Twin Cities United Way
John E. and Sharon K. Haugo
John and Sharon Haugo Living Endowment Fund-ELCA
Janet Chalgren Hoag
M. Janice Hogan-Schiltgen
C. David and Georgiana G. Hollister
James H. Houchens and Dianne Randin-Houchens*
Dan F. Huebner Estate
Julie M. Jensen
Johnson & Johnson
Billie Jo Jones and Scott H. Davis
Elliot S. and Eloise Kaplan
Robert E. Keane
Philip* and Amy Jean Knorr
Kathleen A. Maloy and Heather L. Burns
Mardag Foundation
Jennifer M. Marrone and David H. Short
MCI Foundation
Jane S. Miller
Minnesota Community Foundation
Jacqueline S. Mithun
Charles E. Noreen
Oswald Family Foundation
Irene M. Ott
Mary Alyce* and P. David Pearson
Allison R. "Pete" and Patricia R.* Palmer
Dorothy J. Petitt
Jay and Rose Phillips Family Foundation
Robert D. and Judy G.* Potts
Nicholas J Puzak
Virginia G. Puzak
Robert W. and Joyce H. Rosene
Jack and Marty Rossmann
James H. Scatliff* and Family
St. Paul Foundation
Bruce R. and Dr. Alice M. Thomas
Alice and Bruce Thomas Charitable Fund-American Center for Philanthropy
Mary M. Tjosvold
Verizon Wireless
Bill and Judy Walter
Wells Fargo Foundation
Jeffrey and Mary Werbalowsky
Wood-Rill Foundation
Xcel Energy
John P. and Eleanor Yackel
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Youngquist

$25,000-$99,000

Altria Group, Inc.
American Honda Motor Company
Delwin Anderson Charitable Gift Fund – T. Rowe Price Program Charitable Giving
Elizabeth B. Anderson
John W. and Charlotte M. Anderson
Ayers Bagley and Marian-Ortolf Bagley
Baumann Foundation
Glen and Harold Bend Foundation of the Saint Paul Foundation
Gordon Berg Endowment of the Foundation for the Carolinas
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Berg Donor Advised Fund - Foundation for the Carolinas
Pauline Boss
Robert H. Bruininks and Susan A. Hagstrum
JoAnne Buggley
Julianne Bye
The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research
Donna Lee Carnes
Carolyn Foundation
Marcia and Dick Carthaus
Cepro Inc.
Dante Cicchetti
Margaret S. Carlson Citron & Paul Citron
Citron Family Fund-Minneapolis Foundation
Almond A. Clark
Richard W. and Jean Illsley Clarke
Shirley M. Clark
John and Grace Cogan
Comer Science & Education Foundation
Committee on Diagnostic Reading Tests
Compass Institute
Kim M. and David B. Cooke
Bernice E. Cullinan
Deluxe Corporation Foundation
Megan Gunnar
Dayton Hudson Corporation and Dayton Hudson Foundation
Dina A. Stanley L.* Deno
Thomas A. and Mona C. Dougherty
Ann T. Drinkwalter
Susan M. Duncan
Denneth and Joan Dvergsten
Education Impact Fund of the Saint Paul Foundation
Egyptian Cultural and Educational Bureau
David and Joan Elton
The Emily Program
Ane Gerda Zahl Eriksson and Aled Rhys Jones
Hans G. Eriksson in memory of Mari-Anne Zahl
Jeffrey M. and LeeAnn M. Ettinger
David E. Evans
G. Edward Evans
FHL Foundation, Inc.
Ruth and Leroy Fingerson
Ross Flom
Forest City Ratner Companies
Foundation for Child Development
Terry G. and Quinley T.* Free
Iris C. Freeman and Warren D. Woessner
Woessner-Freeman Family Foundation-American Endowment Foundation
Charles and Iris Post Fried
Laura and Anna E.R. Furness Fund - Saint Paul Foundation
Burt and Nan Galaway
Generation Next
Marvin E. Goldberg
Janice I. Goodno
Gray Family
Harlan S. and Ruth M.* Hansen
Sunny S. and Tor K. Hansen
Gail and Stuart Hanson
Ray Henderson
John L. and Catherine J. Hill Education Fund of the Saint Paul Foundation
Hilligoss Family Foundation of the Minnesota Community Foundation
Don and Dorothy Hilligoss
Hotel Restaurant and Club Employees
Elizabeth A. Huey
IBM Corporation
IBM International Foundation
Robert W. Jackson
Lorena W. Jacobson
Veronica J. Johnson
Jean Burhardt Keffler
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Kessler Foundation
Clark M. and Bonita J. Kirkpatrick
Helen Q. Kivnick and Gary M. Gardner
Robert A. and Pauline L. Koenig
Kraft General Foods Inc., and Kraft Foods Foundation
James J. L’Allier
Dale L. Lange
Noel R. Larson
Nancy Jane Latini
Nancy L. Lersch
James L. and Diane E.* Lindquist
Local 32B-32J SEIU AFL-CIO
Dave and Peggy Lucas
Macy’s Foundation
Christine L. and William R. Maddux, Jr.
Herman S. and Natalie N. Markowitz
Markowitz Family Philanthropic Fund-
Minneapolis Jewish Federation
Community Foundation
May Department Stores Co. Foundation
Mary K. McConnon
Medica and Medica Foundation
Medtronic and Medtronic Foundation
Wesley and Marie* Mellgren
Jack C. Merwin
Alida Messinger
Dirk A. Miller
The Minneapolis Foundation
Minnesota Council on Economic Education
Minnesota Valley Action Council Inc.
Bruce and Tracy Mooty
Jane N. Mooty Foundation Trust
John W. Mooty Foundation Trust
Van* and Mildred Mueller
Peter Mulier and Mary North Mulier
T. Patrick Mullen
Nabisco Foods Group
NCAA
Rodney L. Nelson
Jack W. Newcomb
Jack and Gretchen Norqual
Jack and Gretchen Norqual Foundation
- Minnesota Community Foundation
Bob and Dee Oliveira
R. and D. Oliveira Foundation - Saint Paul Foundation
Valdemar Olson and Marilyn Nordstrom Olson *
Valdemar and Marilyn Olson Fund -
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Julie E. Oswald Family Trust - Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Julie Oswald
James Patterson
Nancy and Kenneth D. Pedersen
Lee Piechowski and Mayra Oberto-Medina
Ernest C. and Caryl K. Pierson Foundation
Ernest C. and Caryl K. Pierson
Carl and Eloise Pohlad Family Foundation
Amy and Kenneth Pucel
Jean K. Quam and Bonnie S. Dudovitz
Quang Tran, Inc.
Sharon E.D.* and Louis N. Quast
Right Management Consultants
Orem O. and Annette D.* Robbins
Larry H. and Terrie K. Rose
Thomas Rykken and Claire Hedine Rykken
Vern and Lesley Rylander
The Saint Paul Companies Inc. Foundation
Marilyn M. Sauer
Debra and Scott Schipper
Karen Seashore
SEIU September 11 Relief Fund
The Sheltering Arms Foundation
Andrea M. Siegert
A. Marilyn Sime
Patrick B. and Marlene M. Sloan
Guy M. and MaryJo O. Smith
Philip E. and Margaret S. Soran
Soran Foundation
Southside Family Nurturing Center
Robert L. and Joanna St. Clair
Spencer Foundation
Matthew and Terri Stark
Students Impacting Communities, Inc.
John L. and Judith C. Sullivan
Think Small
Roy L. Thompson
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
Mary L. Topp
Kim and Ann Torp-Pedersen
Luong B. Tran and Minh-Tam T. Lu
Travelers Companies and Travelers Foundation
Mark S. and Alexa E. Umbreit
University of Arizona Foundation
Norman M. Vinnes
Dona S. and Louis R.* Wagner
Barbara Wallace
Winston R. and Maxine H. Wallin Fund - Saint Paul Foundation
Wallin Foundation
Maxine H. and Winston R.* Wallin
Lauren P. Weck
West Metro Learning Connections Inc.
Daniel and Kathleen Wetterstrom
Martha E. Andresen Wilder and Stephen Wilder
Stephen and Martha Wilder 2003 Trust
Marjorie A. Wyscaver Estate
Larry D. and Sharyl A. Yore
Ypsilon Associates

Shirley L. Zimmerman
Dael Fesler Zywiec Fund of the St. Paul Foundation

*deceased

Heritage Society

Roger M. Adams
Donald F. Alm
Anonymous donor
Manouch and Lila M. "Peggy" Azad
Thomas D. Bacig and Barbara Perushek
Norma J. and Roy C. Baker
Marvin E. and Jean W.* Bauer
Ida Benjamin*
Carol and Jerome Benson
Dorothy L. Berger
Ellen M. Blank
JoAnne Buggey
Richard C. Burbach
Julianne Bye
Keith William Carlson
Carol A. Carrier
Marcia and Richard Carthaus
Louis A. Cecil
Katherine* and Robert Chandler
Margaret Carlson Citron
Almond A. Clark
Richard W. and Jean Illsley Clarke
Rita M. Davern and Robert G. Schunicht
Donald R. Draayer
Denneth and Joan Dvergsten
Allen & Sandy M.* Eliason
Mary and Verlane Endorf
Louellen N. Essex
David and Sheryl Evelo
Ross Flom
Kenneth C. Foxworth
James Frazee
Francis C. Gamelin
William E. Gardner
Eleanor R. Shelling  
Jacqueline M. Shick  
Robert Shumer  
Julia Slapp  
Lowery and Mary Ann M. Smith  
Marietta E. Spencer  
Arlene and Russell* Stansfield  
Betty Kay and George Stein  
Maxine Germaine Strege  
Ruthanne Strohn  
H. Jerome and Elaine Stulberg  
Lynn A. and Carol R. Swanson  
David Taylor and Josephine Reed-Taylor  
Janice K. Templin  
Mary L. Topp  
Mary Trettin and Michael A. Miller  
Mitchell D. Trockman  
Mary M. Tjosvold  
Floyd A. Tweten  
Dorothy J. Van Soest  
Lowell T. Van Tassel  
Richard J. and Kyla L. Wahlstrom  
Bill and Judy Walter  
Christine Melissa Warren  
Karen S. Wehner  
J. Andrew and Gary S. Whitford Holey  
DuWayne and Kay Witt  
G. Doyle* and Marjorie Wyscaver  
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Youngquist  
Lynn A. Zentner  
Shirley L. Zimmerman

*deceased

Charter Club

Ira E. Aaron  
James C. Agre  
Robert E. Ballintine  
Joel A. and Susan K. Barker  
Mark L. Baumgartner  
Carol Carrier

Ramona L. Springis Doss  
Fred L. Estes  
Linda S. and Richard A. Hanson  
Mary E. Heltsley  
Dorothy and Don Hilligoss  
Janet M. Hively  
Eloise Holden  
Marjorie E. and Charles R. Hopkins  
Mildred E. Lalor  
David J. Madson  
Mark S. Madson  
Geoffrey M. Maruyama  
Mary North Mulier  
Lucille N. Paradela-Fernandez  
Jean K. Quam  
Robert E. Rose  
Marty and Jack Rossmann  
Karen Schreiner  
Mark J. Spartz  
Barbara M. Taylor  
Michael G. and Martha J. Wade  
Suzann and Steve R. Yussen

Women’s Philanthropic Leadership Circle

Betty Albitz  
Ada Alden  
Debra Bowers  
Julianne Bye +  
Kathleen M. Cahill +  
Marcia Carthaus +  
Sandy Christenson  
Kathleen Corley  
Lea Dahl  
Deborah Dillon  
Mona C. Dougherty +  
Mary Endorf +  
Mary Jo Erickson  
Sara J.B. Foster  
Charlotte Frerichs  
Marie Friswold
Lee Galda
Carole Gupton
Susan A. Hagstrum +
Sheila Heath
Janet R. Heidinger +
Andrea Hricko Hjelm +
Marilyn Hobbs
Susan Hommes
Sandra Hricko
Lisa Huey
Rebecca Roper-Huilman
Veronica J. Johnson
Beverly Post Johnson +
Patricia Jones
Virginia Juffer
Raleigh Kaminsky +
Pani Kendeou
Laurie Lapore
Cynthia Lewis
Linda M. Madsen
Elizabeth McCambridge

Erma Ruth Ellerbroek McGuire
Ellie Meade
Christine Miller
Mary North Mulier +
Jan M. Ormasa
Irene M. Ott
Shari L. Peterson
Joanne Provo
Jean K. Quam
Susan Rose
Robert V. Schmitt +
Barbara J. Shin
Lynn Slifer
Ruthanne Strohn
Pat Henning Strother
Mary Jo Tein
Jill A. Weiss
Holly Zanville +

+ WPLC lifetime member